SCHOLARSHIP AND PACKAGE PREPARATION

1. MSSDAR Scholarship
2. Irene and Leeta Wagy Scholarship
3. Dorothy Poikert Memorial Scholarship
4. Roberta Casteel Capps Scholarship
5. Nash Music Scholarship information available from Donna Nash, Nash Scholarship Chair
6. MSSDAR JRROTC Scholarship information available through MSSDAR National Defense Chair

While chapter sponsorship is no longer required, a chapter may work with a student to put the information together to send to the state chair. Chapters should follow the instructions carefully on the application form to determine if the applicant has the criteria of the scholarship for which he/she is applying.

Only winners will be notified.

If a state chair assists the applicant and mails the application, the sealed references or transcripts may be opened to put them in order before mailing. Please do not do this while the student is present.

Each scholarship is funded by an endowment of funds left in a will or an outright gift by an individual or family which states certain conditions. MSSDAR honors those wishes. The amount of the award for each scholarship is based on the actual income from the fund and takes into consideration the amount of money that is already committed.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

1. High school seniors ranking in the upper 10% of their class.
2. Applicants must be a United States citizen and Missouri resident.
3. Applicants must attend a Missouri University/College EXCEPT the Roberta Casteel Capps Scholarship whose recipients may attend the university/college of their choice.
4. Four letters of recommendation from a principal or guidance counselor, two teachers and one outside source.
5. Scholarships are judged and awarded regardless of race, religion, nationality or gender. (EXCEPT IRENE AND LEETA WAGY – FEMALES ONLY).

USE THE 2018-2019 APPLICATION FORM

Applications are judged on character, financial need and academic skills.

Follow up letter will notify ONLY the recipient and a sponsoring chapter if they choose to sponsor an applicant.

If you have any questions please contact the DAR SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR; Terri Hardy, (816) 863-4464 or basketerri@yahoo.com

Only COMPLETE PACKETS received by the deadline will be judged. PACKET MUST BE POSTMARKED BY JANUARY 1, 2019.

Send completed packets to: Terri Hardy
5339 Booth Avenue
Kansas City MO 64129